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Monthly sessions in English Country and Morris Dancing
under the direction of May Gadd will begin in March at
the Potomac School in McLeanm Va. For information, con
tact Mrs. Newell Price, 3019 Orchard Lane, N.W. Washington, D,C»
To any ofi our readers who are interested in folk songs
& lore of Australia we highly recommend a perfect jewel of a publication, "Northern Folk", price $2,00 for
1§ issues from Ron Edwards, Holloways Beach, Queensland, Australia.
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Optimists claim that we
have twenty milliqn
people square lancing in
the United States . More
conservative estimates
place the number somewhere around ten million.
Lets split the difference and call it fifteen million,
Wouldn't you say that it was a little strange that out
of all those millions of devotees there is not one who
is writing music especially for square dancing? What
has happened? If you know the answer we'd sure like to
have it.
This is a real tragedy. I am NOT saying that
there is no music for square dancing - there is. Bit
I'd rather
it wasn't written especially for dancing.
not be reminded of the hill-billy trivia coming out
of Nashville that is being used for dancing. After
all, you have to use something to dance to and that
kind of music is better than nothing; not much better, but some.
No doubt the death of live music for
dancing has something to do with it. It will make a
good scape-goat until a better one comes along.
Maybe
r
such an
sponsor
to
would
like
some alert record compan3
of out
many
for
undertaking. They have been responsible
for an
responsible
square dance ills, why can't they be
undertaking of this sort?

Sincerely

Ralph

.
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Irem the beginning of recorded history right down
to the present time we read of travelling musicians. In
olden times troubadours wandered' from land to land and
castle to castle, living on the largess of the hosts in
return for entertainment. Most of these roaming musicians played stringed instruments of sorts.
In, the 16th century some export
craftsmen started
tinkering with the design of the viol - adding and subtracting strings and redesigning the body. In 155® the
elder i.mati was born.
In early manhood he redesigned
and rebuilt the viol. He reduced its size and confined
it to four strings. He reached the peak of his creative
powers about 1585 - passed his knowledge along to hissons, and they in turn, on to Guanari and Stradivarius
No man as yet has been able to improve on the violins
that they produced.
Their instruments, in the hands of
a master, will shout joyously or week sadly; laugh or
sing. All violins made since that time follow their designs B^iid. dimensions.

Travelling musicians adopted this new 'instrument
Its
and carried it from ftaly to all parts of Europe,
design was copied by local craftsmen in all locales, Ee
mand for it grew because of its excellent tone and musical qualities. Books written of the activities of the
1500' s often refer to music by violinists. Mas has been
able to improve on every other mechanical device except
the violin, which all musicians proudly refer to as "My
Fifes, drums and percussions belong to the
fiddle".
but
the fiddlas belong to the people.
military,
When the first permanent settlers came to America
the ^flish were known far and wide as "the dancing EngThe desire to dance is born in all mankind and
lish".
while no mention is made of it, it is sensible reasoning to assume that some of these early settlers brought
By 1628 more people arrived
their fiddles with them.
from Europe and settled on the shores of Massachusetts
Bay. All were then supposedly under the edict of Governor Bradford, of Plymouth.
On May Day of 1628, according to our
historians, a day of dancing and merryma,n
king began in Merrymount, a section of what
is now Ouincy, Massachusetts, where an X^J
early bootlegger furnished the grog.
Worse yet, the na.tive Indians were inTr*
"^ «-s,
vited and encouraged to join the settlers in their dancing frolic. Spirits
of all attending flew freely for several days as they e-pered around a Maypole to the music of fiddlers and Indian drums'. Upon hearing of this scandalous activity, Governor Bradford dis-^Vx
patched Captain Miles Standish and a
squad of men to put a stop to it and
to arrest one fhomas Moreton who was
responsible for this outburst of human
exuberance and who incidently furnished
- at a profit, the liquid spirits. But dancing h<ad open
ly started among the early New England settlers and it
hasn't stopped since, and still is done - to the music
-...'C-:-"-
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of the fiddle, primarily/',

As the population increased in New Englaaid by the
coming of acre and more settlers, the center of government and other activities moved from Plymouth to BosFrom here, the more adventurous moved north and
tons
northwestward^ into what is now Western Massachusetts,
Maine New Hampshire and Vermont, .all of which were at
tlmt time a part of the Massachusetts Say Colony* Although little can be found in public libraries, it is
safe to assume that fiddlers followed the settlers and
that many n Junkets" were held in New Hampshire hamlets,
and also that lew Hampshire produced some outstanding;
fiddlers during the horning period of the New Hampshire
Grants q
r

j

More interested in making music than in making a
home, many of these folk travelled continuously with no
limitation of dlHt&uce E knowing that they would find a
warm welcome wherever they stopped. They swapped a few
days help with the chores for a place to sleep and some
vittles to sat plus some fiddle music each evening. In
Hew Hampshire at least, some of these fiddlers found
the lady of their choice so abandoned their nomadic way
of life and settled down to family life.
s

Whenever one of these men arrived in some New Hamp
Ehire village the word spread like wildfire and a Junket - today called a hoe-down - was in the making. After
sundown on the appointed day, wagon loads of folks from
miles around drove to the place where the party was to
be held? entire
families of them, loaded with the de«*
sire to neighbor, and slso materially with baskets of
good things to eat*
When enough folks had arrived to
start a ctaacs s u.Ys fiddler fetched in- a milking stool

from the barn and set it in the kitchen sink, climbed
out
of the way, and began to fiddle.

up on it to be

The Junket continued for hours, Quadrilles, conand in later years the Lancers were danced in the
long kitchens of our ancestors. The overflow danced in
the north dining room and living room (always called in
early days the "sitting room"). Babes in swaddling clothes were
stacked all over the house on beds and sofas
where they were lulles to sleep by the music of tunes
that years later they would be dancing to.

tras

,

This procedure carried on for generations. In fact
it has never completely gone out of style. This was the
way in which they preserved for us such tunes as "The
White Cockade", "Soldiers' Joy", "Haste to the Wedding",
"Miss McLeod's Reel", and many, many more. The best; of
them originated tunes of their own, some of which have
been lost while others, such as "Jason Towne's Hornpipe^"

"Ned Fendall's Hornpipe", "Holmes "Brothers Jig", and
"Wild Goose Cha.se" are still heard occasionally.
They
played for the supreme joy of making music with the
thought of a. place to eat or sleep secondary. Their
minds were travelling encyclopedias of tune after tune
which we still enjoy today when we dance some of the
traditional patterns of quadrilles and contras. They
preserved them for posterity without benefit of printed
page because many could not read a note of music. Bach
fiddler had his own favorite tunes which he cheerfully
exchanged with any other travelling musician he might
meet up with on his journeyings. Also, he swapped tunes
with those fiddlers who had abandoned the road and settled down.

mtSSSSft
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By the latter part of the nineteenth century the
travelling iddlers had practically disappeared, After
n ^rly two centuries of nomadship in America he had takon root in some locality. His roving forbears however,
had It ft en indelible stamp on the music now t£aiiti©armphi?§ 5 aad w~§34 f?§§§??§4 by our t§4ay f §
ai in
SUsieiaSs wk# ndto petfmenently live here. Today it seems
as though the concert virtuosos ret much further than
fifty miles from home*
Itinerancy of fiddlers is a
thing of the past but their rich heritage remains beautifully preserved for our local players to carry on.
•

Bm

Thefollowing paragraph, is from a letter from
Ralph Page, of Keener, N.H*:. "Mother used to tell of a
blind fiddler 'Old Dunbar* who travelled the Monadn&ck
Region when she was a little girl in the 7*s and 80s,
He was the only roaming .fiddler that she remembered. He
always 'stood in a comer to play his fiddle; said it
sounded better that xiray.
_Sewall Page lived in Munsonville ~ my old home town, in the house how owned by
the Gitillow family s and he was a tremendous fiddler* He
.would invljre young people in to visit him and he r d play
tunes for them all evening long. Just a fiddle concertno dancing,
Ee would arrange the young people around
;

the room until he got the right "vibrations" from his
instrument, and woe to the poor soul who moved from his
chair to another one I In such a case, Sewall would stop
playing and refuse to continue until the culprit returned to his original place I She spoke many times of a wonderful left-handed fiddler living in Hillsboro, I«H. by
name of Charlie Cavender. There wasn't a ball or Cotillion in the region that the sponsors didn't try to get
him to be in the orchestra.
There are many stories of
his prowess with a bow, notably the ones about his playing a tune when the rest of the orchestra had finished:

•

?
he was sound asleep but still playing! Then there was a
terrific fiddler named Taggart, who was "born and lived
many years over in Sharon. He went on to become a lifelong musician around Worcester and IPitchburg, Mass, In
my day there was Forrest Barrett,, a veteranarian living
in Peterbore. Ee was one of a musical family. He had a
remarkable musical memory and his repertoire of fiddle
tunes was seemingly endless, Lawrence Holmes, of Stoddard was another good fiddler. He too, was one cf a famUnfortunately, he never fully realily of musicians „
ized on his ability." By this time the American way of
life had changed and left little place for travelling
fiddlers. So let us scan over the panorama ff the first
half of the 20th century for Uew Hampshire fiddlers and
what they have contributed to musical posterity.

In the first decade or so of the present century,
dance teachers still included Quadrilles, with a few
figures of the Lancers, Contra dances and such couple
dances as the Schottische, Waltz, Two-step, the Dutchess and the Berlin was in their repertoire, all of which
were danced to accomplished fiddlers

However, the Castle Walk, the 'i'ango, The Grizzly
Bear and the Bunny Hug appeared on the scene and as
time went on they melded themselves into what is now
the Fox Trot.
Only the Waltz seemed to remain of the
popular dances of a few years previous in the urban centers of population. Budding musicians of that era found
that there was no need for ptecislon and masterly bowing and phrasing in order to satisfy the demands of
this new type of dancing and their playing did not approach the excellence of thise who went before them,
.

Many of oiir Hew Hampshire men refused to "be led astray, continuing to phrase and praictuate their tunes*
They had learned from past masters of the art; frequently played in the company of these older men, and
found that they had to maintain a high standard of music-making to stay in their company* Our older fiddlers
would not tolerate any slurring from one phrase to another and their punctuation was outstanding. Before admitting a younger fiddler into their clan, the old-time
men would insist the youngsters play for them in an acceptable manner some or all of the following tunes: "Du
rang's Hornpipe", "Devil 1 s Bream", "Good for the Tongue"
"Masai's Favorite", "Rosebud Seel", "Money Musk", "Yinton's Hornpipe", "Miller's Reel", "High level Hornpipe",
and such finger-twisters as "Cincinatti Hornpipe", "Red
Lion Hornpipe", "Forester's Hornpipe" or "Ostimelli's
Reel". Anyone surviving that ordeal of tunes "belonged"*
These old-time fiddlers were honorable men and solid citizens of their home towns. Here is what the Nelson correspondent to the Hew Hampshire Sentinel wrote
about the passing of the above mentioned Sewall Page:
"Sewall ¥, Page, who died Jan. 12th (1890) was one of
the best natural musicians who ever lived in this part
of Cheshire County of late years.
He was a proficient
performer on the violin, and forty years ago his services were in great demand at ba-lls and dancing parties
of various kinds. & few years ago he experienced religion, convinced that it was wrong for him to play at
such plaices, and for several years he only played for
a.musement of himself or others - occasionally playing
a.t entertainments
where he showed that his right hand
had not forgot its cunning. He was a kindhearted
and

.

companionable man, a good neighbor, anil a farmer by ocA wife and large family of children survive
cupation.
him"

Traditional square and contra dancing stayed alive
in the areas wherein lived such excellent fiddlers
They kept alive one of the most interesting forms of
social recreation - contra dances.
It fa,ded in every
other area of the country
rs cod ;u>ici n?
ere an
unknown commodity. Lovers of contra dances o^e a great
debt to their old-time fiddlers who could and did play
the proper music for them - and played the music in
tune!
It ^ as not the dancers, the prompters, nor
the
callers, who kept contra dancing alive for folks to rediscover and enjoy - it was good fiddling and largely
in New Hampshire.
•

'

;
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Traditional American folk dancing stayed 'live in
suburban and forming districts during the early
part of the present century. It was helped to do so by
fiddlers who tucked their instruments under their arm
and plodded to their Grange or Town Halls on Saturday
nights to furnish the music for their people. The category of Americana refused to die and. never will as long
as there are fiddlers to create the atmosphere of neighborliness.
the

Henry Ford, a country boy originally, began to revive square dancing in the mid-20s. Soon it became one
of the "Things to do".
In reviving the dancing he also
revived the demand for goodt musicians as at tha.t time
all dancing was done to live music. This demand and revival simmered along not too noisily until the development of the "P A" system which made today's technique

10
of sque.re dance celling. Because of the P A systems ability to amplify the music of recordings to the point
where a five-piece band could sound louder than a symphony orchestra, the callers started to search for records to which they could call squares.

Few were available then, but all that changed in a
jiffy I -Some of our New Hampshire fiddlers vazed several
sets of them and they enjoyed a large sale. Today - at
least fifty companies are producing square dance records
a
many of ^hich are of very mediocre quality and have
However,
life of popularity of less than (four months.
none of the nation's leading callers ever go away on a
trip without a couple of those early records in
their
calling case. The most outstanding one was waxed in 1952
It's title is "Glise a Sherbrooke", on a Folk Dancer La
bel. No square dance record before or since has matched
this all-purpose recording. It was made by Ralph Page's
Orchestra composed of Buss Allen and Dick Richardson on
the fiddles, Johnny Trombley, piano, Junior Richardson,
bass viol, and George ^ricksson, accordion.

And now a few words about one of our famous fiddlers who played in the Monadnock Region of New Hampshire for nearly 80 years. He began playing for public
dances before he reached his teens. He lei the orchestra when Denman Thompson brought back his world-famous
play "The Old Homestead" from several years on Broadway
to its home town, Swanzey, N.H.
He played year after
year, always in great demand.
A few years ago, groups
from all over New Hampshire journeyed to Winchester,
N.H. to attend a special dance in his honor. The' 'reason - to celebrate his ninetieth birthday. Who was He?

Arthur Maynard, of Swanzey.
festivals were staged by
In the 1950s, many fine
the New Hampshire Folk Federation •
Fiddlers came from
all over the state to furnish music for the traditional
dancing that was enjoyed by severs! hundred dancers on
the floor.
Iven though, the music they created was wonderful to dance to during the formal evening sessions,
these musicians held their own private "Old Home Day"
between the afternoon and evening sessions. Few outsiders were pr&viledged to attend it. The men poked around
the particular building where the festival was taking
place that year, until they found an isolated and unused room - the janitor's room, the boiler room, the
carpenter shop, or what have you. They all squeezed in;
some sitting, some standing, a,t lea,st a dozen old-timers and as many more on their way up. To describe what
went on at these sessions for the next hour and a. half
taxes the powers of the English language.

itfter locking the door to keep out unwanted guests
the meeting began with no chairman nor real leader. A
wee bit of tuning up.
Then some old-timer would start
off. No rules, no by-laws, no program. He simply started a tune a-nd all the others followed him. Generally
the first few tunes were familiar to all, such as "Soldier's Joy", "Rakes of Mallow", "Girl I Left Behind Me"
"Fisher's Hornpipe" a>nd the like, gradually building up
to "Chorus Jig", "Money Husk" and "Rickett's Hornpipe".

After a tune had been played through a few times,
the instigator would wave his bow to signal an ending,
then with scorcely a pause some othir one vould start a
tune, and so on.
After fifteen-twenty minutes of this
from somewhere in the group you would hear "kember
this"? which that particular voice would befein to play.

12

A few of the old-timers may have remembered it and joined in after the first few notes.
consists of 32
Nov;, practically every fiddle tune
measures of music which is repeated over and over.
In
the first 32 measures, the younger fiddlers, not familiar with the tune, simply fingered their string's, with
their bows moving about an inch above the strings. They
were learning the tune by ear. Oft times about halfway
through the second 32 measures, one bow after another,
would drop onto the strings and the volume of music
thus increased. By the time the mid-point of the third
repetition every man in the group would be sawing away
with his bow, and that particular tune would become a
part of himself for any future use .
this way our
In
younger fiddlers were indoctrinated into the proper way
of playing a tune for dancing. Whichever fiddler suggested a tune became the leader for that particular tune
After about an
and all followed his lead and signals.
hour and a half of this musical cameradie somebody looked at his watch, and all would dash out to the dining
room to gulp a hasty supper in order to be ready for
the evening's program. As usual, food was secondary to
music to these dedicated musicians. The clock that they
had just turned back r hundred years or so caught up
with them; they had a dance to play for.

To name a few of "these fiddlers who, year after
year attended these festivals: Td Lewis, *f Durham; Al
Quigley, of Nelson; Omer Marcrox, of Concord; Milt Ap-^
pleby, of Rochester; Dick "Richardson, of Marlboro;
Hi
Gardner, of Concord; Roger Pinard, of Earns tead; Arthur
Hansen, of Concord; Ten Brigs, of Newton; Hiram Faul,
"^aton Center; Harcel
Robidas, Rochester; larl Brown,
Barns tead Parade; Joseph Pomerleau, Gonic; Bernard Perron, Dover;
Ferbert Meatty, Barrington; Russ Allen,
Feene, and we mustn't forget the ladies: Ruth Pearson,

Manchester; Joyce Merrill, Forthwood; Dorothy Cleveland,
Concord.
They would be "backed up" by: Pianists (one at a
time!) Johnny Trombley, Mar j oris McNeil, Bob Cormier,
Mrs Lee Allen, Mrs Frances Huff; accordionists, Bob McOuillen, Patricia Goodwin, Bea Jarvis, Howard Fitch and
Dudxey Laufman; banjoists, Al Ruggero, Chris Hayward,
Lionel Hmond; bass, Vera Jarvis, Junior Richardson,
Boss TT hittier; and Newton Tolman, flute. It was a dancers "seventh heaven" to be on the floor when this "ensemble" gave out with the likes of "Quigley's Reel",
"Rosebud Reel" or "Ariel's Hornpipe".
Yes, the itinerant fiddler h?s gone. Our changing
ways of life have eliminated his excuse for being and
travelling, but his art will never die. The proportion
of boys being born who can pick up a violin and without
a lesson laa.rn to finfer the strings to produce wonderThese boys will sit in
ful music will never diminish.
at Junkets and folk festivals with older accomplished
fiddlers and learn to carry on the heritage of making
good music.
In New Hampshire they will learn proper
phrasing and timing which. has marked our musicians from
father to son, and recognized nationally.
Though our
i^i-nenant fivi-cgLier h&s
vanished, the remarkable record
made by o=»r Has*- Hampshire fiddlers seem to have taken
the^r ple^e;; z$&o#§& that are in demand everywhere that
people want &«HKi danceable, long-lived music.
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Edward Bunting, who died in Dublin one hundred and
twenty- five years ago* is very much the mystery man of
Irish music.
As well as "being the man who saved Ireland's heritage of song.
The mystery part of it isn't easy to tell in so
many words.
At least not all of it, for it is largely
the personal conflict between two men of great talents Bunting and Thomas Moore - who hated one another as intensely as they must secretly have admired one another.

Bunting was the rough pioneer, the man who did the
field-vork - often in near impossible conditions - taking down from the lips of the country people all over
Ireland folk songs and tunes that vere fast disappearing from memory in a changing Ireland trembling on the
verge of insurrection, a rich musical heritage that but
for Bunting would have been lost irretrievably. As for
core, has he not been describt>& as the Darling of the
i
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Drawing-Rooms , the man who prettified Irish folk times
for the entertainment of flippant and fashionable audiences in Mayfair?
Despite the fact that Moore undeniably and inexcusably filched many, many of his best known tunes from
Bunting's collections xvithbut acknowledgement', he still
Add the fact remains that Moore's
has his defenders.
unacknowledged filchings drove Bunting into a state of
mind in which his inspiration and enthusiasm withered
and all but dried up till he became a man embittered to
the point of sterility. It may be arfued that Bunting's
This I vary
work was finished, and that he knew it.
much doubt, for even in his last collection (published
forty-four years after the first)
as late as 18^-0,
there are no signs of a talent in decay.

aa
V-v>^#fS\ 'J

have always had an unashamed admiration for Bunting the man and the musicologist, as I have always eAmited the occasionally exquisite, if always slender
Perhaps I feel more
lyrical talents of Thomas Moore.
for Bunting the man than for Moore despite all" the
little tragedies that beset Moore's private liff»... despite all Bunting's surliness and grumpiness (which he
may well have inherited from his father, a blunt civil
engineer from Derbyshire). ?or Bunting had the supreme
All through the period of
gift of loyalty to friends.
the 1798 Insurrection he lived in Belfast in the thick
house
of, it, as we should say, actually dwelling in the
of one of the principal insurrectionists - Henry Joy
McCracken, who was s^on to perish on the gallows. Yet
Bunting, though then, an anti-Nations list and strongly
opposed to the approaching insurrection, never "grassed"
on his friends and acquaintances thoiigh there must have
been the const nt temptation of bribes a,nd rewards in
plenty. at' a time when he was an impoverished music teacher and assistant organist.
I

1<D

Bunting was born in Armagh in 1773 • His mother was
a lineal descendant of an O'Quin of the Hy ltfialls who
was killed 'on the refeel side in 164-1 • It was through
the mother that the three Bunting hoys inherited their
love of music; all three became professional musiciens.
In 1784- , a,t the age of 11, the highly precosious Edward
went to Belfast to act as assistant to Mr Weir, the organist of St, Anne's, now the Cathedial, and instruct
in piano-playing pupils who were all much older than he
was and for most of whom he felt contempt. He was a
handsome youth and so well-liked that he was soon attracting pupils of his own.
1
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It was at nineteen that The Thing happened
that
was to change the course of Bunting's life.
The year
was 1792, and a four-days festival of traditional Irish
harpers organized by a nationally-minded groirp of Belfast men and women was held in the ballroom of the Hxchange Rooms, now the Belfast Bank at the c«rner of
Donegall Street and North Street. The idea <*f a festival bringing together the few remaining wandering Irish
harpers with a view to noting d«wn their music before
it disappeared forever was a brilliant one. (A similar
festival had been held exactly nine years before in
Oranard, Co. Longford, when the prize-winning composition was no less exquisite a gem than the now famous
'The Coolin' , then making its first concert-hall appearance, so to speak).

Ten harpers in varying styles of array and disarray, turned up, among them the
fabled Eenis Hemps on,
aged 97, from Magilligan, Co. Derry, 'an exponent of
,

,

.
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the old-st.yle playing with long crooked nails, 1 who had
once been a contemporary fo the great Turlough Carolan's, of whose playing, oddly, he had 'an indifferent
opinion • Luckily for posterity, prizes were offered *oy
the organizers, not so imich for virtuoso-style playing
as for the quality and unusualness of the tunes performed, A rolause was forbidden, and to prevent jealousies
competitors were not told the amount of each other's
prize money. (Top prize, incidentlly, was ten guineas).
Another odd thing about the festival: there was no intention of collecting or preserving the words of the
tunes performed. Only the music.
1

The festival, we are to believe, was an immense sue
cess. Among those who came up from Dublin for it were
Nappe r Tandy, Whitley Stokes, and Wolfe 'I'one.
It could
be said that but for these four momentous days in '92, a
large number of the lovliest Irish folk-songs we cherish
today would have been lost forever. And for this much if not all - of the credit must go to the 19-year old
boy from Armagh, Edward hunting, who was employed by the
organizers to sit on the platform and take down, note
for note, the music as played by the ageing and aged
harpers

it

I

Bunting's imagination was fired incredibly. He had
been pampered as a prodigy, had become indolent and addicted to strong liquors and riotous company. Now, suddenly excited by the beauty of Ireland's folk-music, he
threw up :>vsry thing and embarked on a pilgrimage - a pil
grimage in ssarch of Ireland's fast-di sapper ring heritage of song that was to take him north, south and west,
to wakes hiring- fairs, ceilidhs and wherever the country people of Ireland sang, strummed and danced.
On and
off, his travels and researches
took him almost three
years
hunting's first offering appeared in 1796. It was
»

1

:
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titled in the prolix style of the time: A General Collection of the Ancient Irish Music, containing a variety
never before published, also the compoof adioired airs
>rol"&, collected fros the harpsitions of Ccnlon -ad
liferent : rovinces of Irelan:,
ers, etc. in
,.--d
for the Pianoforte with a Prefatory Introduction'.
The
volume .contained 66 airs but no words, and none of the
In obvious anticipation
tunes had bees, printed before.
of others to come, it was announced as 'Volume One' • The
young man from Armagh must have experienced immense
pride as he handled the newly minted copies Just a.rrived
from his publishers in London and selling: at half-a-guiBut his pride, alasi was not to last long.
nea a time.
After the scandalous custom of the time the book was almost immediately 'pirated' by a Dublin publisher, thus
cruelly depriving Bunting of the greater part of his potential profits.
;

Though Bunting made almost no profit out of his
first collection, it brought him a certain reclame among
discriminating musicians and enabled him to visit London,
where he became friendly with the Broadwood family; he
also visited. Paris (where he resented being mistaken for
the
an Englishman I), Brussels, and The Hague, sampling
wines of the country, listening to music.

Some ill-guided person (for it could hardly have
been Bunting himself) seems to have suggested to Bunting that, as regards his Volume Two,- would it not be
better to have *-*ords' - in English, of course, and, if
possible, specially written by some English poet of our
rent repute? And so it was that Bunting entered into a
disastrous arrangement with Thoma.s Cambell, the "Scot
poetaster, now only remembered for 'Lord Ullin's Daughter , who ma.de some very feeble attempts at transi':::
tions from the Gaelic.
1

As

work on

Volume Two was

proceeding - the

yea.r.
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<^L^
was now 180? and hunting was a
slow Worker - the Great Blow fell:
/Cf/
Thomas Moore produced the first
faffiftr*
volume of his 'Irish Melodies
for which he himself had composed the frail, if occasionally
exquisite lyrics. The book was an
immedirj" te and overpowering success with the public and for a
week or so after publication
crowds of would-be purchasers
^25
clamored outside Moore s publishers
in Dublin's Westmoreland street for copies coming ©ff
the presses in thousands.
But nowhere in the book was
there the slightest indication that the bulk of the
'Melodies was lifted in its entirety from Bunting's
Volume One!
1

,

»

'

!

1

"Nowadays Bunting conld have filed a. writ, claimed
substantial damages and caused Koore's collection to be
withdrawn or re-issued with suitable acknowledgements to
Bunting (and, of course, with suitable compensation).
But such things, alas! were not possible in those days
of unashamed and wholesale literary piracy. And so BuntHe had just
ing was rendered helpless and embittered.
guts enough left to press on, doggedly if increasingly
slowly, with Volume Two which was published (by dementi) two years later and contained no fewer than 77 additional airs, all hitherto unknown, many of them taken
from the Derry harper, Denis Hemps on, who was then reputed to be well over 100 years old I

Bunting smarted over the Moore piracies for the
rest of his life.
After the publication of Volume Two
left
Belfast
he
for Dublin where he was to spend his re
years,
maining 25
teaching pianoforte, harmony-pnd-counterpoint in his fine house in Pembroke Road, and acting
as organist a,t St. Stephen's, Upper i^iount Street, and
at St. George's, Francis Johnston's noble church near
Mounts oy Square. Ke married a school teacher much youner than himself, had several daughters and died in 18^3
aged 70.
He is buried in Mount St. Jerome cemetery

.
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where his grave is still to be seen.
Three years before his death Bunting produced his
Volume Three - no less than 31 years after Volume Two.
This last collection contained as many as 15® airs, no
fewer than 120 of which were published for the first
time.

Almost three hundred Irish folk-songs, most of
which had never before been printed and which would
scarcely have survived without him.
That was Edward
Thirteen years between
Bunting's no mean achievement .
Volumes One and Two; no fewer than 31 years between Vol
¥hy the long gaps?
umes Two and Three I
One bonders.
Hardly increasing age, for he was still tramping the
roads at 65.

.

1

It can only, I suggest, be' that over there in England Tommy Moore was still engaged on what he incredibly seems to have imagined were his harmless' borrowings'. Ee didn't think of it as theft - which it was but just harmless borrowings "by one Irish musician from
another. And that s the way he thought of it, Ood help
*

,

himi
;.,

From INLAND OF TH3 pJLC'OteS with permission

xox
If you live in the state of Washington and like to folk
& square dance then you should dance with and belong to
"SMDIA".
Write or call Director Gordon Tracie, 422«
9th Ave. N S, Seattle 5i Washington for more details.
I#

The New York State Historical Association has announced
that its Seminars on American Culture in I968 will be
held from June 30th through July 13th at Cooperstown,
N.Y. For further information write "Seminars on American Culture", Cooperstown, N.Y. 13326.
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FOLK

DANC£
from, and by permission of

MANNERS

mary

ms rnmam

Editor's Note: Although entitled "Folk Dance Manners"
the thoughts expressed also apply to Square Dancers."

A three-day folk dance jamboree, festival and conference is held in New York City each Thanksgiving weekend, sponsored by Polk Dance House. A vital part of the
conference is the Sunday morning leader's conference,
during which various subjects are discussed. One year,
each teacher showed their techniques in teaching basic
steps. Another time mutual problems of programming, and
running a good folk dance group was on the agenda.
Mostly, the meeting brings together good leaders to. exchange ideas and experiences. In 1963 » the meeting was
devoted to a discussion of folk dance manners for both
We thought you might like
the teacher and the dancer.
to read the report of that meeting. Nancy Rosenberg, of
v/asliington, D.G. was secretary.

1. It may seem silly to write the
obvious, but
phrases such as "please",
"thank you", "pardon me",
"may I help you", "welcome to our group" are important.

2* Let the teacher do the teaching. .. .be a helpful
dancer, but DON'T coach your partner or sit while the
teacher is trying to explain the dance.
People can't
listen to two voices at the same time... let the teacher
do the teaching and coaching.

,

C6

In a
3. Join the dance at the appropriate place.
contra line, go to the foot of a line; do not bre&k in
In a line
along the line, or crowd in at the head.
dance or circle dance, go to the end of the line. Don't
assume the leader's spot after the line or circle is
formed, or break into a line once it is moving. If you
must leave a circle dance before it is over, join the
two hands of your neighbors before you go so that you
If you are leading a line,
don't leave a sudden gap.
make sure that you know the deuce and, more important,
know it the way the {-.roup has been taught.
^o If you are sitting out a dance, be quiet during
the teaching. Tou may be disturbing those who are learnOnce the music goes on you can resume
ing the dance.
your chatting.

5* Just because you know the dance, it doesn't
mean that yon should sit it out while others are learning it. Get up on the floor, and learn it again. You
will be doing two things. .. .helping new people to learn
more rapidly and there always is some new point you may
be learning to make you a better dancer. Most important,
don't stay out of the teaching process and then ge't on
the floor and do the dance in a different way from that
j us t t aught b y the t e ac he r

(Costumes
"ear appropriate folk dance clothes.
are not necessary) but full skirts or dresses ajid lowheeled shoes are best for girls.
short
ITor the
men,
sleeved soort shirts and leather soled shoes are good.
T-shirts for men are not acceptable fer many groups.
Slacks for girls are definitely taboo!
6.

T

certain that both yotir clothes and yourclean and neat, ajid DO use a deodorant. The

7. hake

self ?F3

.

"Treat unwashed" just doesn't belong in folk dance circles that .latter,
8. Help the new dancers; make
them feel at home
and encourage their learning. Don't dance with the same
person nor the same sroup all of the time. Avoid all
..share your dancing with many people.
cliojies
It's a
wonderful feeling.
.

.

the teacher announces that a cl?nce is only
for those who know it, don't get up on the floor if you
During unfamiliar circle dances, you
DOF'T know it.
spoil the fun of others if you join the circle not knowing the dance. On the other hand if you are doubtful of
the step-sec uence of that particular dance but hpve dan
ced it a few times, it is wise to dance in on outer
ring, or ;et behind the others to refresh your memory.
9.

:raen

10. Co-operate when couples or individuals are need
ed to fill in sets

hands off the record and record pl?yer.
Such equipment represents a big financial investment
and mishandling either, can c-use serious damage, Most
leaders will be happy to live you record numbers or
tell you about their eouipment . . . just don t touch*.
11. keep

'

.-"*'-

1.2. Don't offer gratuitous advice to the teacher or
leader during the process of teaching. Suggestions /RE
appreciated at a quiet moment during free oeriods, or
after the session. Don't tell a leader he is teaching a
dance wrong in the middle of his teaching. .. .you may
want to s^y, afterwards, that you learned the d?nce in
a. different
manner, and you'd like to compare notes about it... after all you could be the one who is wrong!

13. When visiting other folk dance groups, check to
see if they are doing a different version from the one
the Romans do"
Then, "when in Rome, do as
you know.
sit it out
or
else
wrong,
are
they
know
you
though
even
Don't assume that the group is doing the dance incorrectly. .. .maybe they are, hut don't you go out and do
something different from everyone else on the floor.
lb. When attending special dances of ethnic or nationality groups, dress and act appropriately for the
occasion. These are usually "dress-up" affairs and folk
Quests at such funcdance clothes are not in order.
tions should he prepared to spend money for food, drink
The musicians will have a
and possible contributions.
prepared program for the regulars and folk dancers,
should not offer advice as to what to play just for
them.

.As. •.«*?&

&

(SisfM

15 . Be a responsive an£ enthusiastic member of the
group. Show your appreciation. Thank your partner and
your neighbors after a dance. Say good night at the end
and don't forget to do the same for the teacher.

16. Because the general public still tends to think
of folk dancing as either "sissy" or "kooky", every effort .must be made by both the dancers and leaders to
conduct themselves in a healthy, normal, well-behaved
manner- in folk dance situations.

At the same 1963 conference at Folk Dance House,
the group discussed manners and ethics for leaders, as
well as for the dancers .
Here are some of the highlights of that meeting.

.

.
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1. Much of the atmosphere of a dance
group is set "by the attitude of the leader
What he says, the way he teaches, the
,^<
manner in which he organizes his even- (-0, rZx
ing's program is important. The exper®wfi§l
\£JjbM^'ienced, dedicated leader always starts
the evening with some easy circle dances and /or
mixers, progressing to dances of intermediate
difficulty along the way to what he hopes will/ A
be the high point of the evening. The la,tter
fj
part of the program he gradually tapers off
c^
many times ending with a series of interesting but relatively easy dances. The most successful
leaders and teachers learn to judge the mood of the
group for that particular evening and schedules his dan
ces accordingly.
j

2. A food teacher makes certain that he knows a
dance well before he attempts to teach it.
Too many
rush home from workshops to introduce dances before
they have mastered them. Don t try to be first to teach
better to make sure that first you have it
it.
It is
right
T

3. Remind your group about etiquette for folk dancers... don't expect that they come to you with good man
ners , Make certain that your group understands whatever
rules and regulations have been set down by you, your
sponsor or your organization.
This applies to matters
of dress also.
4. Remind your dancers that sometimes there are
variations for a specific dance. Some -groups know all
the variations or versions; some are content with just
one.
Traveling folk dancers should adjust to the group
with whom they are dancing, and leaders should encourage this attitude in their dancers.

5. 7 ork out a system for handling those dancers,
visiters or chronic offenders who perform dances in a
variant manner which dispupts the groups' dancing. Some
times it is best to stop the dance and give a brief disT,

'

•

ertation on the historical development of the dance;
basic courtesy,
the possibility of differing versions,
etc. Sometimes it is best to just talk quietly to
the
people or persons involved at the time, or later.

should give credit to source of dance
6. Leaders
whenever possible. .. .i.e., if dance is first introduced
in the U.SJl. by let us say, Dick Crum or Jane Harwell,
etc. the leader should say, this dance as learned from
"so-and-so"
7. Leaders should be cautious of learning "new" material from just any old Tom, Dick and Harry. Groups
should avoid doing workshops with everyone who sends
out a flyer stating that he is an "expert" or an "authority" . Usually the truly good authorities are too modest to send out flyers.
The unfortunate attitude of
some leaders and groups of always learning new dances,
produced
or of being "first" with something new, has
some rather sad and tawdry situations in folk dancing.
8. Good leaders program for the £ood of the group
and for folk dancing as a whole, rather than for showing off how much they know. Good leaders don't just do
TH^IE.
favorite dances.
Good leaders program for all
levels of ability.
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Musical Mixer Fun - $1,00
"by Ray Olson

Swing Below ~ §1,50
by Ed Moody - A Book On The Contra

Dajice

Dancing Back The Clock - $1,50
directions for 9^ Old-Time English Round Dances
Let's Create Old-Tyme Square Dancing - $2,50
by Rajfcph Sweet - A MEST book for serious callrrs

New Hampshire Camp Notebook - $1,00
200 dances - square, contra,, folk -

soijgs,

recipes

Country Titchen - $1,75
favorite recipes of Monadnock Region of N.H,

COMPILES YOUR FIL3 OF HOBS^SS JUNKET 1
we have many of the back issues 6 50^ each
Order any of the above material from:

Ralph Page, 11? Washington St. Keene, N.H»

33^31

THANKS: To Harry Dixon, dance card of the 1890s

Don f t forget: Annual Folk-dance "Weekend at ikst Hill
Dance with:
Farm, Troy, N,H. May 3 - h - 5.
DICE CHUM, GERMAIN & L0UIS1 TIBJRT, C0NNY TAILOR and

RALPH

PAG"3

I

SECOND AMUAL

TMOM

3LiLSCM FESTIVAL

Honoring
Mr. Ia'/*rence &* (Duke) Mill r,
Callers in the At- p

.-•
>

n

c

p

:

.;.i
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-pare

Dance

e.

featuring
Dick Leger
Geo. &_ Millie Ireland

Dick Jones
Mo Howard

pnd Hminent Guests, "DIBH" mid GHH3 MILlpt
Place: - 'last Hill School Complex, Canajoharie, I. Y.
Time: - Saturday, May 25, 1968 - Boon to hidni&ht

"
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DAHCE GAMP

Labor Day weekend

2-28; June 29-July 5*. J*oly 6-12
Aug, 11-16; 17-23; 2*H3*
Labor Day oekend: August 30-Sept 3«

Staff will include: MAHY ME JtNRfriAN, RALPH PAGS,
.OTOR CZOMPO, S^if® 0LAS,^a
•

GTilRkalN

&

LfUlSJ<! H'SBiffiT

Further information and brochure from:

Ksry Ann Fennsm, 108 ¥ l6th St.
Nev York, S»Y* 10^11
////

////
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19 - 20 - 21

MTICK, kASS.

SIGH SCHOOL

oteio
ethnic Folk Dances

Ha t i onal i ty Foods
Crafts

inhibits

t

mhm
m^DITIOML F
FOR ALL

-

F

to

hUGLMP S , VR^IS -. CCNTIaS * * DANCING
STIV/.L OWl'SSTRA * * * * *

Friday Evening - Saturday Afternoon - Saturday Evening
FOR

^&SSB "OP

A-TM3-BS

STOI

1:30 - 9:00 p.m.

Workshop L -ders - - Arthur Salzman - Israeli Dances
Floyd ^oodhull - American Squares
Admittance

COM

3

OF

!

"per

GQ8C3

session - Adults 51,25 - Children
3 Sessions for -3,00

ALL

For further iiiforroation write to

COR"]

MFJ&

OKI CCK

$-s75

"J

ALL

3 Joy St. Boston

toss

THW

THISTLS

A Magazine For Scottish Dancers
Descriptions - Background - History
Times And Places for Dancing In Canada

Six Copies per Year, $1,25
3515 Eraser St*

"Vancouver 1©, B.G»

iiimiiiiiiiiiiimimmiimmiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiim
The Canadian Folk Dt\nce "Record Service carries a full
line of Kirk SCOTTISH RECORDS
tfrite for their
list
605 Finest,, V/est, Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada
.

niiiiuimimiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiimmnmnnT
WANTED
Copies af old recipe books, the privately printed ones,
gathered together by ladies' Aid Groups, Rebeckahs, or
Churches & Granges. AND old dance & festival programs,
Convonti#n Programs. Don't t:row them away. Send them
to me,
I collect them as a next of a research project,
ALSO, any old-tint-? music for violin or full orchestra *
Dance music only, lease. Send to:

Ralph Page, 117 Washington St. Keene, N.H. 03^31

nimmmmiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiimmiiim
Conny Taylor, 62 bottler A1pe . Lexington,- Mass. announces a new FOtF D JM CTC R ICORD ^TRYICHJ.
For more complete
-

information, call him at TO 2 - 714^

ihiiiumiiiiii ihiimimiHmiiiiiiiimmiiim

mm
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DAMDI3S' HOEHPIES

Suggested music - "Quigley's Seel"

terf ^^
tg'^gty^
^MtllTTy
i

gssis^iffis
:3S^SSi^zHi
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The

Couples 1 -

4-

•

O]

-•-#-

W

Dance

- 7 etc active. Don't cross over

Active couples forward and back
Turn by the right hand once and a half around
Go below one couple and the opposite ladies chain
Left hand star with couple b elow
"Right hand star with couple above
Active couples swing in the center(stop facing UP)
Up the center and cast off one couple
This is a real old timer (circa 1810 ) and a nice dance
just as it is. It is even more interesting if you update it and turn it into a duple minor. Be sure you are
an experienced {roup if you do so.

.
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QUABRILL3

Record: Lloyd Shaw X-54. Capitol I&S 4 348
Carson Robison made a terrific recording "Right Foot Up
Left Foot Down" but it has long been out of print.

Bow to your partner. Bow to your corner.
All join hands, circle right (8 beats)
Circle left back to place (8 beats)

All balance left (4 beats) balance right (4 beats)
Turn your partner to face out (4 beats)
Br lance left "(4 beats) balance right (^ beats)-

Turn around as you did before (4 beats)
All four ladies grand chain (16 beats)
Men turn left and promenade your corner maid (16 beats)

Repeat all of above until girls have returned to original partners
An Ending
-

.

Head couples right and left four (16 beats)
Side couples right and left four (16 beats)
Allemande left and grand right and left (32 beats)
Bow to your partner. Bow to your corner.
This has been around a long time and is just as good a
dance today a a when it was first introduced. I know the.
directions say to * balance right, balance left 8 instead
of the way it is £iven here. It makes for a smoother
dance if you dance it a^ given here. Rod Linnell used
to be quite insistent about that. It is the difference
between being on the correct foot to start your pivot
around to face out or in and being on the wrong foot.

This dance is also known as the "Fnightsbridge "uadrille"

:
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English Old-Time Dance - originated by H*A. Clifton in
1922
Formation: Couples in social dance position. Man facing
counterclockwise, Lady facing clockwise.

Man starts with left foot, Lady with right foot. Take
two steps forward, with a slight dip on man's right on ladies left. Then two steps backward, again with a
slight dip on second step. Take four two-steps in line
of direction. On fourth two-step both face center in o~
pen social dance position, joined hands pointing to
the center.

Walk toward center of circle with two slow and three
quick walking steps. With dropping hands, return to original place, moving toward the wall. Use same steps
two slow and three quick steps.
With joined hands pointing straight ahead take 2 slow
walking steps, then make one complete turn clockwise,
with two slow talking steps, finishing with man's back
to center of the citcle

Walk forward CCW with two slow walking steps, then man
points left and lady joints right toe in CCW direction
swivel to face opposite direction (CW) without dropping hands by man stepping on L, lady on R and pointing the other toe in CW direction.
Take two slow two-steps turning clockwise but progressing cotmterclockwise around the circle.

Repeat entire dance as long as desired.
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THE JAMESTOWN H3MEWARD B6UND
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To inhere the sky is as clear as the maiden's eye who
longs for our return,
To the land where milk and honey flows and liberty
it was "born.
So fill our sails with the favoring gales, and with
shipmates all around
We'll give three cheers for our Starry flag and the
"Jamestown" homeward bound.
Chorus: tune same as last two lines of verse, repeated,
To the Mediterranean shores we've been, and its beauties we have seen,
And Sicily's grand and lofty hills and Italy's gardens
green
We've gazed on Mount Vesuvius, with its rugged
slumbering dome;
Night is. the time in that red clime when the sailor
thinks of home

Chorus: -

,

,
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¥e've strayed round Pompeii's ruined walls, and on
them carved our names
And thought of its ancient beautj.es ps,st and vanished
lordly dames
And gazed on tombs of mighty kings who oft in battle
won,
But what wars they all in their sway with our brave
Washington?
Chorus

:

-

s tripling' s our
last job,
And friendly faces loo]- around in search of Bill or Bob.
The y see that we are s^-fe at last from the perils of

And now we have arrived in port and

the sea,
Saying, "You're welcome, Columbia's mariners, to your
homes and liberty".
Chorus: -

This was p favorite song of the old navy. "Jamestown" as a sloop-of-war, built in 13^4, and should not
"fee confused with the Confederate gunboat
sa.me
of the
name, s'er chief claim to fame is that she was the relief ship sent by the U.S. Government to Ireland to aid:
the victims of the famine of 184? i

Por those desirous of engaging in unparalleled opportunities in the fields of history museum draining and American Folk Culture, graduate programs are being offered at the State University at Oneonta, F.Y, iach pro
gram leads to a Master's Decree from the Sta.te University.

Tradition Press, a division of folklore associates, Hat
boro, Pa. ha.s reprinted in facsimile the 1879 edition
of a thire e- volumes history of 'Maryland by J. Thonias
Scharf with a new foreword by k orris L. Radoff and a
nev index,
,

~3
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Dear Ralph & Ada:here I am capping
alone - in Corsica. lVuch
roened since I last wrote:
Christmas in Switzerland vith our friends; carnival was spent in Germany (a
trip alon the Moselle and then partying nap r 13onn);
Sasfcer was spent partly in Swj tzerl?.nd dancing with Car
men, Rosmarie, et al«
•ell,

bis

h?j

My dance life in

3russelles has been very active.

It has also been very varied! Portugese dances at a con

vent school in Flanders - in between dances we sold Por
We '"ere sponsored by the Portugese
tigese souvenirs.
tourist bureau. Then we danced South American dmces at
the Artist's Bell in ^russ^lles . It was a costumed ball
and a real panic! Then We danced a fixture - Portugese,
Hungarian, Belgian, etc. for small effrirs ai a school
in "?russelles
Ve spent tvo weekends doinr work for TV.
They were shows for the French-speaking TV of Belgium,
France, rnd Switzerland - & series called "La. 3elle 35pocue" . The first one. was called "Chez Maxims" where we
did 19.OO ball room dances.
Then they used us for bit
parts.
The second was
better from the d^nce hoint of
view "Jntente Cordiale", Ve did a "Gi^ue" and "lanciers
Franchise". In the first one I vore white tie and trils
with moustache, and vith the second a military, uniform,
with mouste>che audi ha.ir >erted in the middle. The second t'w '-'ilil be shown in September. Then we did a quiz
show, with French foil dances.
.

On the
6th of July we danced at the Qmrnegang Brusyelles' bi west festival.- in the rande i^lace.
It
is of the time of Charles V of Spain, and we were dres<

»

.

.

I
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sed and danced accordingly. The very next night we had
to go to Charleroi to dance along: with some actors.
There was some conference there - European Telecomunica
tions - and we entertained in medieval costumes in "between courses; after the apertfcf we danced; after the
soup we danced; after the entree we drnced, etc. etc.
We danced "entre plats".
On the l^th of July we left Brusselles
for Pejr resq in the south of France.
Peyresq_ was an abandoned village
and it is now being rebuilt by
Belgian students. We went to entertain for the Belgian National
Holiday July 21. Well this turned
out to be like a Belgian "kebutz" in
France - if you can imagine. On top of our
rehea.rsals we load to do dishes or peel pota
toes and do 2-hours manual labor - building
houses, each day. One day we had a load of
rocks or small boulders to move from one
place to another. We formed a chain. As*
bent down. the person next to me came up
- wham - my head took the boulder I Blood spurted everywhere and I collapsed but stayed conscious. They d^ove
At the
me 20km down the mountains to get me sewn up.
beautia
large,
with
danced
(I
festival performance we
plats"
only
"entre
ful ba.nda.ge over my left eye) again
this time we had to serve the plats
,

left there the
vier carrying fll the
So here I am camping,
I
is a great island.
doctor to take out my
I

26th of July, my pack a kilo heabandages and cleaning medications.
hitch-hiking, etc. in Corsica. Itt
love it. i-.onday I have to find a
stitches.

Life in Brusselles hasn't been all dancing. I did
get to a couple of concerts and a, short trip to mons festival of Dt. George, and a short trip to Paris, I
also, went to my first French theatre - Misanthrope, by
Moliere. The. .theatre is especially interesting. It's in
an old mansion and when the scene changes, the audience

,?;ets

up and ;»oves to another room!

August.
I am leaving for Brusselles on the 6th of
In September (about the 10th) I move to London where I
will be working next year at the American School in Lon
don, Regent's Park, London,

Nil,

My regards and love to all

Dick (Whealey)

Bear Folks:-

k

A happy holiday season to you I I have been sitting
here wondering how one can organize the many things and
events of the past three months.
Coming to Turkey has
certainly been a profitable experience. True, every min
ute has not been "wonderful", but one tends to forget
the unpleasant things, such as bouts with "Turkish tummy", struggles with unknown insects, such as scorpions,
and other similar situations.
Perhaps I should first mention places seen. Early
in September, we went to the beach at Kilyos (north of
Arnavutkoy, our village, on the Black Sea) and one of
the Prince's Islands (south of our village, in the Marmara).
We also were taking tours of the city and our
surrounding areas. Now names like Bebek, Ortakoy, Besifctas (surrounding villages) and Beyolu, Nisantasi, Sisle
(zones of the city - good shopping) and Taksim and Istiklal (a public square and shopping street) roll off
Styertown and
our tongues as easily as Pi fth Avenue.

35

tther points of the city seen thus far have
the like.
been Kaariye {b, former church, mosque, and now a museum
famous for its beautiful mosaics); the Eepili Carsi (or
covered bazaar); Aya Sofya and the underground cistern
We have had several bayam (or holidays - wa
nearby.
have both Turkish And American holidays) so we take advantage of them to do a bit of traveling. During Eurtulus Bayrami (Oct. 6, Istanbul *s holiday to celebrate
the withdrawal of foreign troops after World liar l) we
went to Sile, a small seaside town in Anatolia, the
eastern or Asiatic' portion of Turkey, This town is famous for its homespun cloth (like rough muslim) - and
One may go to the beach, and we
its fine embroidery.
a-s
October
as
late
did
6, because only now are the days
who
make and embroider the cloth arthe
women
cold, and
We bargained with the women
handiwork.
rive with their
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and

bought some really lovely articles (such as tea
sets, place mats, scarves).
Bargaining, except in most
established shopping areas like Beyolu, is the thing to
do. A salesman will be disappointed if you take him at
his first price because he has no opportunity to convince you that his article is of really gojd quality.
He will never go below what the article is worth, but
He likes the sport of having you try. One must know
where to bargain and to have patience.
It was at Sile
that I bought my first antique - a 50-year old piece of
embroidery, in silk and wool, with the same pattern on
both sides - work not done anymore today.
During the
Cumhuriyet Bayrami (Oct, 29, the Independence Day of
Turkey when the new republic and constitution under Ata
turk were established after the Revolution of 1920) we
went to Tekirdag, a small town on the west coast of the
Marmara, along the highway to the Greek border.
Plans
for the future liclude Polenesky, a little bit of Poour
land in Turkey, in western Anatolia on Nov. 26,
Thanksgiving holiday, and Yugoslavia and Austria - Jan.

o

*
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21 to Feb. 4 - our between semesters winter holiday.
Other hopes include Ismir, Ankara s Bursa and Mount Uluda??,. the Nount Olympus of the area, ^phas and many more
which have not as yet materialized

Actovities have mere or less established a set pat
tern. I have 1^!- class hour?; per week 'ith four preparations (French 1,11,111 and ITT) and a total of about 65
students; am on one committee (the Library Committee)
and have one club (the Folklore Club of which I am cosponsor).
The students run the club which meets every
Each Saturday there is one hour
Saturday for ^--hours .
of folk singing, one hour of folk dancing, one of life
and problems in Ohirkey, and finally another hour of dan
All is in Turkish, but the students have been
cing.
very good in translating for me, especially the portion
on life in Turkey
7

The folkdancing of the country is interesting because the various geographical -areas have quite different dances - some vigorous,
some violent (like
the
sword dances ) and some as smooth and graceful as a ballet.
Beyond this the French consulate has programs almost every evening (not weekends); programs ranging
from music, to lectures, to classes for teachers of
French, to movies.
I have been going b. to 5 times per
week.
fine gets to know
people, speak and hear French
which is a popular, familiar language in Istanbul, a
city of many tongues - Turkish, Greek, Armenian, German
French, English and even Italian. Our girls frequently
know 3 to 4 languages before starting French or German,
as we offer here at A. C.C. The French consulate ha.s a
warm, friendly atmosphere, and one has the feeling of
belonging, a necessary feeling when one is in a foreign
country, where both the language and culture are yet un-

,

yt

known
And, of course I am taking Turkish language lessons. The language is difficult, because I have no precedent on which to hang my learning, but it is ac logical, phonetic language which, since the Revolution of
1920, is written in Latin rather than Arabic letters.
Just as the country is rapidly developing, so is the
language, adding new words to its vocabulary almost every day.
j

Shopping end cooking are now such common activities that I almost forgot to mention them.
I shop for
food in Arnavutkey, our village, and have chosen my
vegetable and fruit man and my butcher and grocer. One
gets to patronizing the same people » They know you and
want to please you so that you will come back. However,
there is no one store to do all this shopping. You have
to go to
four or five different stores and, like in
France * even bread and pastry bakeries are two separate
shops.

As for cooking and the cuisineMonday through JPriday we have our
noon meal at school. This is a big
meal, consisting of meat (usually lamb,
or beans, pilaf (cooked rice) or potatoes,]
a fresh vegetable, salad and dessert (a
vanilla cream, helva, fresh or stewed
fruit or one of the many rich pastries
covered with sugar syrup). Although
we lunch with the students, teachers
can have Turkish coffee after the
meal in their own dining room. Turkish coffee is made with a powdered,
ground type of coffee (from Brazil) .put
into a small container like a butter melting cup - about 2 tablespoons of coffee, one of sugar to each very
small cup of water. This is boiled until foaming, then
poured into the cup, grounds and all. ]ach cup of coffee is made separately in many places. The girls at the
college read fortunes in the designs left by the grounds
when, after finishing the cup one turns it upside down
:
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over the saucer. We als® have tea, toast and cheese or
honey at 4 p.m.

Usual Turkish breakfasts are simple, consisting of
white cheese, "black olives, toast and tea, usually with
breakfast however, a bit on the
lemon,
I mafce my own
American style with fruit (each fruit has its season we now have oranges), eggs, oatmeal or yogurt mixed
with fruit such as raisins or dried apricots, toast or
tea biscuits and tea with lemon. Yogurt is one of those
popular healthful and delicious foods that one eats
quite frequently.
.

Supper is also quite simple.
If we want. a light
br»th, we must make our own -soup because Turkish packThen, of course there is
aged soups are quite floury.
the usual meat, cheese, bread, salad, fruit and tea.
The bread here is excellent, very similar to French
bread, in either round or long loaves. There is nothing
like the experience of buying a loaf which is still hot
from the oven, breaking off a chunk and eating it while
Milk is best, purchased raw. The
it is still steaming.
pasturized bottled milk can be quite thin. We then pasturize our own by bringing it up to between 165 F-, to
200 P, for 10 to 15 minutes. This \ia,y the milk does not
have a boiled taste and is quite creamy with an almost
.

homogenized quality.

mention many other things which you yourI could
selves have doubtless wondered about. If you have the
time, send me your questions, and I'll try to get out
another letter with the answers. I would enjoy hearing
from you.
Sincerely
Ginny Sessa, American School for Girls
Arnavutkoy, Istanbul, Turkey
I

ITS

FUN

TO HUNT
From the files of the "New Hampshire Sentinel" published in ICeene, N.H. The fifth oldest newspsper in the
country.
N.H.S.

12/27/82
a dispatch from the Atlanta Constitution

FIDDLING

SO?A.TlSMJiJN

There are few people who know, what an important
part the fiddle plays in Southern politics. Of course,
the country at large knows how "Rob Taylor, the boy Congressman from Tennessee, fiddled his way into office
two years ago, and how he failed this time beer use he
thought he could run on his brains rather then his bow.
Certain local people know how Uncle Jim Harris, famous
for his taking ways in Fulton, snatches popular music
from his fiddle in our country contests. "But there are
few men who know hm-r general and how potent the fiddle
is.

Several members of the present House are expert
fiddlers and fiddled their way into office. Tom watson
the brilliant member from McDuffie, is the best fiddler in the House. He says: "I have the best and most
intelligent constituency in the State, in -:y opinion.
-

T

•

My opponent was a good man and a good farmer, but was
not a practiced speaker. I felt that speaking might be
considered a sort of national gift, or due to a profession, so I didn't press him on the point. But playing
fiddle was a purely acquired accomplishment, and
the
incidental to no profession, and as many of my younger
constituents are fond of dancing and like the music of
the fiddle, I crowded him on that".
"He couldn't fiddle?"

And you should have seen the look of si-

"Oh, noi

lent despair on that good man's face as he stood in a
corner of a room, while I sat on a box, like a king en
his throne, and ma.de my old fiddle talk, while the
boys and giels danced to my music. I made it a rule to
get every girl to ^promise to make her partner in the
I
reel vote for me before she would dance with him,
tell you a fiddle is a big help in a fight where you
have young folks in the question"
"What tunes did you find most popular?"

vote-making tune, said the Hon-. Tom.
reflectively, "that ever came out of a fiddle is "Miss
issippi Sawyer"; next to this I think is, "Yellow Gal
Come Out Tonight".
"The best

Mr. Buck, of Lumpkin, contests the palm as a fiddler. 3eyond a slight disposition to call his fiddle a
violin, he is perhaps as good as Watson. He says: "My
constituency is a quiet one and demanded solemn tunes
on the fiddle. I had to work therefore, very carefully.
One of my constituents claimed that all fiddlers went

.
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to the devil. The hoys and girls told me to play ahead
and they would all follow the fiddler no matter where
he went. That satisfied me.
miners very
I found the
susceptible to music and they liked it lively and
As for a country break*down, where no man
bright.
would think of cutting a pigeon-wing until he was 8
feet in the air, and where your pretty girl partner re
buzees away from you three feet at a slide, you won't
make the music too quiet or too strong. If you've got
the right motion to your- elbow and get the right twist
to .your fingers and good rosin on your bow, you ought
to get every vote in a crowd like that."

There are very few things that a man can do that
are honest, and full of fun, that don't come handy to
him somewhere or other in a political campaign.

COUNTY GOBBBSPOmsasm
N.H.S. 6/21/82, Chesterfield:- The opening party and
dance at Prospect House, Friday afternoon and evening
was a pleasant affair. The music, both for concert and
dance, by Dunbar's Orchestra, of Boston, was especially
fine, as was expected and highly enjoyed by lovers of
good music.
They will probably visit us again during
the summer. Whenever they come they will find plenty of
admiring listeners
H.H'.S. 7/12/82, Chesterfield:- Second Regiment Band and

Orchestra furnished excellent music at Lake Spofford on
the "G-lorious Fourth", some of the numbers by the band
being exceptionally fine, and well rendered. The attendance was very large and Farr's hall was filled with
dancers afternoon and evening in spite of threatening
weather.

7/19/82, Chesterfield:- The dance at Earr's on
svening was a specially nobby affair, about
Satu^'cV".
forty couples being present, and the music by Srattlebore orchestra being unusually fine, eTen for them. It
expected two weeks from that
is said that another is
for
a similar festivity at Thatevening, We hear a call
will
be furnished.
cher's hall, and hope it
•:..'.:.

N.H.S. 2/21/83, Walpole:- The devotees of Terpsichore
can "Day their devotion at her shrine on the occasion of
the second annual ball at '.'the Dinsmore House, Thursday
evening 22nd inst. Maynard & Wheeler's Quadrille Band,
five pieces, will be in attendance.
The prompter has
been studying up some new changes for this occasion especially,
N.H.S, 2/28/83, Swanzey:- Washington's birthday was appropriately celebrated in Swanzey Center by a large
gathering at the town hall, both afternoon and evening.
The afternoon was
spent in friendly greetings and social games j the evening to dancing to splendid music by
Fitzwilliam band. About three hundred people were present, and one hundred couples joined, in the dance. Mr.
C.I. Whitney furnished supper, which was everything desirable,
N.H. CJ. 2/1^/83, Walpole: Jack Harty drank something,
went to a dance, struck somebody, was arrested by officer "Rogers, put in the lock-up, sentenced the next day
to fifteen days in the house of correct iea - a. brief
but brilliant ca.reeri

N.H.S. 3/l^/33, Sast Sullivan :~ The farmers supper pro
ved quite a success; about three hundred were present,
a well acted pantomime, tableaux, singing and orchestra
music made a very acceptable evening! s entertainment,
concluding with a "Congregational sance" or as some
call it, marching.
N.H.S. 3/28/83, Winchester:- The final assembly
of
Prof. Bal^s course will' be held at the town hall o£
Friday evening, with Boston music by skilful co-untry
players, Prof, Ball, prompter.
The Ashuelrb railroad
will carry for fare one way.
Supper at Richard s for
all who wish. These dances have been growing in popularity among those who like a quiet time and this one
is expected to be the best of all.
!

N.H.S. 3/28/83, Ashuelot:- It was recently reported in
a county paper that a "social dance would be held at
the Lower Ashuelot hall on the' evening of 17th i&st. in
honor of Saint Patrick' • The dance was held and proved
to be a pleasant affair, but the admirers of Se-int Patrick wish it to be distinctly understood that they had
nothing at all to do with the dance, as it was held during Lent, and that they, on account of religious principles and devotion do not indulge in such merriment
during that time, and they do not honor the subjects
of their religious admiration in such a trivial manner.
1

,
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Y/HAT H£ki

tHHY DAMC]MGyjvv-^M^
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All of us have heard such statements as "They
weren't dancing the mazurka in 192©"; "We danced a quadrille at my graduation ball"; "Nobody did square dancing in my day", or this fibal clincher My mother: told
me many times about dancing the Bunny Hug and Grizzly
Bear when she was a girl" .
The mother is always among
the "late lamented", low bobody in their right mind is
going to call anyone s mother a liar; it just isn't
done.
Seal proof can be found from old dance cards or
programs. We have offered a few of these in recent isHere are a couple more taken from
sues of the Junket.
the files of the "Few Hampshire Sentinel".
tt

1

N.H.S. 5/6/91. Grand Concert and Ball held by the Eeene
Light Guard Battalion ?t the Armory in Keene, iM.H. The
order of dances:
1.
2.

3.

^
6.
7.
8.

Ttfaltz

Quadrille
Polka
Portland Fancy
Schottische
Quadrille Lanciers
¥altz

i

9. quadrille
It. Polka
11. Virginia Heel(old style)
12. Waltz
13. Quadrille
14, Schottische
15. Contra, Lady Walpole's
Reel, led by Cap Colony

16 • quadrille

H.H.S* 6/lt/91. Strawberry Festival given by the ladies of St. James Church at the armory in Eeene, N.H.
The order comprised some ten numbers a follows:
1

tuff/ J\.\

^
1*

2a
5

4.
5.

waltz
Schottische
Lanciers
Waltz
Portland Jan 07

Glide Polka
Skater's Schottische
Virginia Reel
Waltz
9.
10, Schottische
6a

7o
8.

'J'ortUtS (

Germain & Louisa Hebert, noted teachers of French dances 5 are planning a short teaching-tour April 15 «= 21.
Any group wishing to learn dances from Prance is urged
to contact them at ^39 St-Huber St. Saint John t Quebec,
Canada 3

Mary Ann Herman leads a folk dance workshop in Philadel
phia, Pa. February 2^, 1968, at the Polk Dance Center,
3808 Forth "Broad St. Afternoon, 2-5; evening 800-12:08
All are invited,
Gonny and Marianne Taylor announce an English Country
Dg,nce Workshop with Genevieve Shimer, February 2^th at
Browne & Fichols Gym, Cambridge 3 Mass. Also an Hungarian Dance Workshop with Andor Czompo, March 30th.
The Physical Education Department of the Sta.te Universi
it will
ty of Hew York's College at Cortland announces
on
conduct a Polk Dance Camp from July 1 to 13 1968,
the campus of the college. Staff includes; Ann & Andor
Czompo, Jerry Helt and Bess Ring Foval. Further particulars from Director of Summer Session, S.U.F.Y. Cortland, F.Y. 13045.
,

Have you seen "Ethnic Hews"? It is a new monthly listing of ethnic activities in and around Few York City.
Send S2,00 for 12 issues to '«Jmily Moore, 1^9 West 75th
St.- N.T.G.
,--)

•
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This cli oping from Erwin Raicz: "A Soviet cult-oral magazine said recently it had discovered a group of folk
dancers in Soviet Georgia whose members were nearly all
over 100 years old. And the group's only woman is 130.
"Sovietskaya Fultura" said the group met once or twice
a year in the Hall of Abhazian Popular Culture in Sukhumi, capital of the Abhasian autonomous republic*

3rom Jack Hamilton, Kent, jhigland: "The following quotations are selected from three of our 'Beaus of London
City Ladies' Night programmes, on the back page of
which it has become traditional to insert an obscure
and curious quotation."
"He was missing from his partner
now and then certainly, and discovered on such occasions to be either dancing with laudable perserverance
in another set, or sliding about in perspective, without any definite object; but generally speaking they
managed to shove him through the figure, until he turn
ed up in the right place" G#D.
1

"When you dance in company, never look down to examine
your steps and ascertain if you dance correctly. Hold
your head and body upright, with a confident mien, and
do not spit or blow your nose much. And if necessity
obliges you to do so, turn your head away, and use a
Thoinot Arfair white handkerchief ." "Orchesographie
beau. 1519-1593.
1

,
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consider a country dance as an emblem of marriage
Fidelity and complaisance are the principal duties of
both; and those men who do not chuse to dance or marry
themselves, have no business with the partners or wives
of their neighbours'*
J„ A,

From Olga Meyer, the following clipping:
Grandma

1

s

©fO"

"Eeceet n

Jot Washing Clothes - - given many years ago t«* a young
bride by her Kentucky mountain grandmother. We are pass
ing it on, just as it was originally written.
1. bild fire in back yard to heet kettle of rain water
2. set tubs so smoke won't blow in eyes if wind is pert

3* shave one hole cake lie soap in biling water
k, sort things, making -three piles.
1 pile white,
pile cullored, 1 pile work britches and rags.

1

5» stur flour in cold water to smooth and thin down
with bilin* water.
rub dirty spots on board, scrub hard, then bi3e 3
6.
rub cullored but don t bile y just rench and starch;
take white things out of kettle with broomstick
7.
handle then rench, blew and starch.
!

spred tee towels on grass.
hang old rags on fence
10 o pore rench water in flower bed.
llo scrub porch with hot soapy water.
12* turn .tubs upside down.
13. go put on cleen dress - smooth hair with side combs
brew cup of tea - set and rest a spell and count bless8«

9

.
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VALENTINE CHASMS

Many charms for young girls are said to "be effective in
One called for the
producing a, view of one's lover.
young girls to get into a clean nightgown turned inside
out on Valentine s eve and to chant:
1

"Good Valentine, "be kind to me,
In dreams let me my true love see."

Another charm called for the girl to
graveyard at midnight, calling out:

run

through a

"I sow hempseed, hempseed I sow,

He that loves me come after me and mow."

HOLLY
Today we use holly in our homes during the winter holidays mainly because it is handsome and readily available, '^arly people used it too, but for curious reasons,
Teutonic people hung the inside of their dwellings with
holly a.s a, refuge for wood spirits from the storms and
cold of winter. Other pagans saw in the shining leaves
a promise of the sun's return.
Oarly Christians continued the practice of hanging holly indoors, but they said it indicated a Christian home.

SUPERSTITIONS
If it snows the day you get married, you'll wind
up
rich.
Don't marry for money; you can borrow cheaper.
Choose your wife, not at a dance, but in the harvest
fierld.

Choose a bride and piece goods in the daytime.

A bad wife is a poor harvest for sixty years.
It is good luck to get married as the big hand of the
clock goes up and bad luck to get married as the hand
goes down.

,

„
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Love lives in palaces as well as in thatched cottages
Take a £;ood wife even if you have to sell your pots and
kettle •
If you get iL&srr/ie&'onr a cloudy or rainy day you will
have bad luck^ Happy is the bride the sun shines on*
The sun shines warmer at home,
3very bird finds its own nest beautiful.
A girl with a dimple in the chin is not to be trusted!
It is lucky to marry when the moon is full and when the
tide is high.

LLOUDii

¥hen it thunders rural Pennsylvania folk remind children that it is only God moving his furniture about«
Catskills, people say thunder is the sound of
In the
el7es rolling ^enpins
An oid Snglish rliyme goes: Thunder in spring
Cold will bring.

Lunmn
GOSSIP
If all men knew what others say of them, there would
be four friends in the world.
If what we sse is doubtful, how can we believe what is
spoken behind the back?
Whoever gossips to you will gossip of you.

ncx-
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TONGUE TVIST'JRS
iTancy knitted natty nit-mats

for knick-knacks.

Six sick sheep sidled slowly by the sea©
The crow flew over the river with a lump of raw liver.

DO YOU BBMBMHS&?
Clara Sow was the "It" girl?
Smoking .jackets? ¥atch fobs? Beer jackets?
T'/hen penny candy was delicious?
You devoured books by Horatio Alger? And about £rank
Merriwejl?
When Francis X. Bushman was a movie idol and Harold
Lloyd made you laugh?
V?hen

or

saddle shoes, preferably dirty, were the style along with beer jackets, covered with names?
//hen dance marathons were all the rage?
When haircuts for men were 15 cents and five cents
more got you a shave?
?/hen

,

or

fhen newspapers were few© cents de.ily, 19 cents on Sundays 1
Whe*. water wings were used for swimming beginners?
When Liberty magazine was on the news-stands?
¥hen the ice man delivered 59 and 133-pound blocks of
ice while his horses waited patiently?
7

or
fhen there were vacant loys for baseball games and no
one ha.d thought of the Little League?
tfhen real home-made root beer was a Summer treat?
'/hen there were no
supermarkets and you got waited on
at the grocery store?
whtii country kids carried slimgshots, heme-made?
^al"t just wouldn't pour during the Summer?
wnen javbreakers gave your cheeks a bulge like a crownup chawing tobacco?
"vhen men wore tops on bathing suits?
".'/hen illoyd Gibboas sported an eye-patch?
>Jhen Ella Fitzgerald wowed them with HA-tisket A tasket"
/hen jifcterbugging was the rage?
T

:-'fer»e«aber

when? It really wasn't so long ago J

eouray

When the mercury begins to lurk at the bottom of
the thermometer and the wind blows hard out of the
northwest, then is the time we start remembering some
of the country foods of yesterday. There are times when
we long fer those good-old-days, but let's face it - we
vov&dn't be happy! Sot really, We've grown too used to
and dependent on the myriad gadgets that make our life
ever so much easier. Our women- folk for instance don't
•ave to spend the >-reater part of the day hovering over
a wood range preparing the meals of the day. But you
can't help remembering just how "ood some ef those
meals trsted though! Somebody, sometime, will invent a
adget whereby we will go into a box, press r button,
wait 19-seconds or so, open the door and walk out into
the date whose buttin we punched. Don't laugh; stronger
t ings have plready been invented.
'/hile we would not
be happy baclr
there in the "golden era", it sure would
be nice to vidit, and we would hope our visit coincided
with the day horn was making one of the most famous of
all Hew Sngl^nd dishes.
'
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SALT PORK AHD CEHAM CtHAVY
2 lbs. salt pork
1 cup flour (about)
1 cup thick sour cream

1 cup milk
1 cup thin sweet cream
-?>

teaspoon ppprika

chunk of salt pork for an hour to remove the
oic'-ling salts.
Drain. Let it cool a little and dry

Boil the

52
Cut pork into slices qnart or of ask:
with paper towels.
inch thick. Dip the slices first into milk and then inthem
to flour. Allow two-three slices per person. Put
into a large cold iron frying pan and cook them over
low heat until they are a light gold cracker-brown on
"both sides. Remove them to a thick sheet of brown paper,
Some fat will have
which will absorb any surplus fat.
tried out into your pen. Use two tablespoons of this to
make your gravy.
-

First remove pan from the heat end. ruh two tablespoons
of flour into the fat, When flour and fat arc smoothly
blended, return 'gen to low heat and work in first the
sweet cream, then the sour cream. Sprinkle in the papri
ka. Cook until it bubbles around the edges but does not
boil. c 'erve the pork slices in the middle of a big hot
platter, covered with the er.eain gravy. Serve with baked'.
Potatoes . Fow there was a meal that "sruck to our ribs* 1
1

(i((Q))))
Hunger will break stone walls.
Hurry is >ood only for catching flies.
The fruits of humility are lov? ^nd peace»

xoxoxo^ox
•id-timers re nembsr when people considered the government something to live under - not on.
A lawsuit is * fruit-tree planter in a lawyer's garden.
r

If you h£ve lots of push and gall*
You scarcely need a brain at all,
4
:st --ay to
figure out the cost of living is to
income ^nd add If o^r cent,
r
'-•thing wrong with bein' a
self-made man - pro
vided
don't consider the job finished too soon.
'.'hen a
fellow insists on
Totting in his two seii.ts
,r
orth, you can bet he is short-chFnging someone.
One of the
hardest things about business is binding
your own.
'
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FOLK DANCING- 'ROUND BOSTON - Regular Weekly Glasses

Monday - Scottish Country Dance Society, Cambridge.
YWCA 7:45-10:33. Classes on 3 levels and social hour,
newcomers welcome,
Tuesday «- 1st Tues . of each month, square dance with
live music . Unitarian Church, Church St. Harvard Sq.
Cambridge, Mass. 8:30-11:00, Charlie Webster, Caller,

Wednesday - English Dancing, Cambridge , YWCA . Country
Dance 1'M5\ Morris Dance, 9 '-15; Rapper 10:15; Newcomers
welcome. The more the merrier
Thursday - Advanced-Intermediate Polk Dance, Cambridge
YWCA, 8:3^-11:00. teaching & requests. The Taylors.
Friday - Basic Folk Dance, Cambridge, YWCA, 8:30-ll:ft
(Hambo taught each Friday at 8:15) The Taylors.
Square, Contra & Folk Dancing, 1st Armenian Church,
Concord Ave, Belmont, 8:30^11:30. Ted Sannella caller
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